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Rescorla-Wagner rule (1972)

• Minimize difference between received reward 
and predicted reward

• Binary variable u (1 if stimulus is present; 0 if 
absent)

• Predicted reward v

• Linear weight w

• If stimulus u is present:
v = wu

v = w
based on Dayan and Abbott book



Rescorla-Wagner rule (1972)

• Minimize squared error between received 
reward r and predicted reward v:

(average over presentations of stimulus and 
reward)

• Update weight:

learning rate

(r − v)2

w→w+ε(r − v)u
ε

Also known as delta learning rule: δ = r − v



From Dayan and Abbott book

Acquisition and extinction

• Solid: First 100 trials: reward (r=1) paired with 
stimulus; next 100 trials no reward (r=0) 
paired with stimulus (learning rate .05)

• Dashed: Reward paired with stimulus 
randomly 50 percent of time



From Dayan and Abbott book

Acquisition and extinction

• Solid: First 100 trials: reward (r=1) paired with 
stimulus; next 100 trials no reward (r=0) 
paired with stimulus (learning rate .05)

• Dashed: Reward paired with stimulus 
randomly 50 percent of time

Code in lab
Produces solid and
we will also generate
dashed



Temporal Difference Learning

Want      

(here t represents time within a trial; reward can 
come at any time within a trial. Sutton and Barto
interpret        as the prediction of total future 
reward expected from time t onward until the 
end of the trial)

vt = rt + rt+1 + rt+2 + rt+3....

vt

Based on Dayan slides; Daw slides



Temporal Difference Learning

Want      

(here t represents time within a trial; reward can 
come at any time within a trial. Sutton and Barto
interpret        as the prediction of total future 
reward expected from time t onward until the 
end of the trial)

Prediction error:

vt = rt + rt+1 + rt+2 + rt+3....

vt

δt = (rt + rt+1 + rt+2 + rt+3....)−Vt



Temporal Difference Learning

Want      

(here t represents time within a trial)

But we don’t want to wait forever for all future 
rewards…

vt = rt + rt+1 + rt+2 + rt+3....

rt+1;rt+2;rt+3....



Temporal Difference Learning

Want      

(here t represents time within a trial)

Recursion
“trick”:

vt = rt + rt+1 + rt+2 + rt+3....

vt = rt + vt+1

Based on Dayan slides; Daw slides



Temporal Difference Learning

From recursion
want:

Error:

vt = rt + vt+1

δt = rt + vt+1 − vt



Temporal Difference Learning

From recursion
want:

Error:

Update:

vt = rt + vt+1

δt = rt + vt+1 − vt



RV versus TD

• Rescorla-Wagner error: (n represents trial)

• Temporal Difference Error: (t is time within a 
trial)

δt = rt + vt+1 − vt

δn = rn − vn

Updates are causal



RV versus TD

• Rescorla-Wagner error: (n represents trial)

• Temporal Difference Error: (t is time within a 
trial)

We repeat this learning for many trials…

δt = rt + vt+1 − vt

δn = rn − vn

Updates are causal



Temporal Difference Learning

Dayan and Abbott Book: Surface plot of prediction error
(stimulus at 100; reward at 200)

Early trials: error 
when reward

Late trials: error 
when stimulus



Temporal Difference Learning

Dayan and Abbott Book: Surface plot of prediction error
(stimulus at 100; reward at 200)

Early trials: error 
when reward

Late trials: error 
when stimulus



Temporal Difference Learning

δt = rt + vt+1 − vt
vt+1 − vt

vt
rt

ut
Before learning

stimulus

reward

expected future reward

Temporal difference error



Temporal Difference Learning

δt = rt + vt+1 − vt
vt+1 − vt

vt
rt

ut
After learning

stimulus

reward

expected future reward

Temporal difference error



Schultz, Dayan, Montague, 1997

VTA Activity of dopaminergic neurons

Information Encoded in
Dopaminergic Activity

Dopamine neurons of the ventral tegmental
area (VTA) and substantia nigra have long
been identified with the processing of re-
warding stimuli. These neurons send their
axons to brain structures involved in moti-
vation and goal-directed behavior, for ex-
ample, the striatum, nucleus accumbens,
and frontal cortex. Multiple lines of evi-
dence support the idea that these neurons
construct and distribute information about
rewarding events.

First, drugs like amphetamine and co-
caine exert their addictive actions in part by
prolonging the influence of dopamine on
target neurons (14). Second, neural path-
ways associated with dopamine neurons are
among the best targets for electrical self-
stimulation. In these experiments, rats press
bars to excite neurons at the site of an im-
planted electrode (15). The rats often
choose these apparently rewarding stimuli
over food and sex. Third, animals treated
with dopamine receptor blockers learn less
rapidly to press a bar for a reward pellet (16).
All the above results generally implicate
midbrain dopaminergic activity in reward-
dependent learning. More precise informa-
tion about the role played by midbrain do-
paminergic activity derives from experiments
in which activity of single dopamine neurons
is recorded in alert monkeys while they per-
form behavioral acts and receive rewards.

In these latter experiments (17), dopa-
mine neurons respond with short, phasic
activations when monkeys are presented
with various appetitive stimuli. For exam-
ple, dopamine neurons are activated when
animals touch a small morsel of apple or
receive a small quantity of fruit juice to the
mouth as liquid reward (Fig. 1). These pha-
sic activations do not, however, discrimi-
nate between these different types of re-
warding stimuli. Aversive stimuli like air
puffs to the hand or drops of saline to the
mouth do not cause these same transient
activations. Dopamine neurons are also ac-
tivated by novel stimuli that elicit orienting
reactions; however, for most stimuli, this
activation lasts for only a few presentations.
The responses of these neurons are relative-
ly homogeneous—different neurons re-
spond in the same manner and different
appetitive stimuli elicit similar neuronal re-
sponses. All responses occur in the majority
of dopamine neurons (55 to 80%).

Surprisingly, after repeated pairings of
visual and auditory cues followed by reward,
dopamine neurons change the time of their
phasic activation from just after the time of
reward delivery to the time of cue onset. In
one task, a naı̈ve monkey is required to
touch a lever after the appearance of a small
light. Before training and in the initial
phases of training, most dopamine neurons
show a short burst of impulses after reward
delivery (Fig. 1, top). After several days of
training, the animal learns to reach for the

lever as soon as the light is illuminated, and
this behavioral change correlates with two
remarkable changes in the dopamine neu-
ron output: (i) the primary reward no longer
elicits a phasic response; and (ii) the onset
of the (predictive) light now causes a phasic
activation in dopamine cell output (Fig. 1,
middle). The changes in dopaminergic ac-
tivity strongly resemble the transfer of an
animal’s appetitive behavioral reaction
from the US to the CS.

In trials where the reward is not deliv-
ered at the appropriate time after the onset
of the light, dopamine neurons are de-
pressed markedly below their basal firing
rate exactly at the time that the reward
should have occurred (Fig. 1, bottom). This
well-timed decrease in spike output shows
that the expected time of reward delivery
based on the occurrence of the light is also
encoded in the fluctuations in dopaminer-
gic activity (18). In contrast, very few do-
pamine neurons respond to stimuli that pre-
dict aversive outcomes.

The language used in the foregoing de-
scription already incorporates the idea that
dopaminergic activity encodes expectations
about external stimuli or reward. This inter-
pretation of these data provides a link to an
established body of computational theory (6,
7). From this perspective, one sees that dopa-
mine neurons do not simply report the occur-
rence of appetitive events. Rather, their out-
puts appear to code for a deviation or error
between the actual reward received and pre-
dictions of the time and magnitude of reward.
These neurons are activated only if the time
of the reward is uncertain, that is, unpredicted
by any preceding cues. Dopamine neurons are
therefore excellent feature detectors of the
“goodness” of environmental events relative
to learned predictions about those events.
They emit a positive signal (increased spike
production) if an appetitive event is better
than predicted, no signal (no change in spike
production) if an appetitive event occurs as
predicted, and a negative signal (decreased
spike production) if an appetitive event is
worse than predicted (Fig. 1).

Computational Theory and Model

The TD algorithm (6, 7) is particularly well
suited to understanding the functional role
played by the dopamine signal in terms of
the information it constructs and broadcasts
(8, 10, 12). This work has used fluctuations
in dopamine activity in dual roles (i) as a
supervisory signal for synaptic weight
changes (8, 10, 12) and (ii) as a signal to
influence directly and indirectly the choice
of behavioral actions in humans and bees
(9–11). Temporal difference methods have
been used in a wide spectrum of engineering
applications that seek to solve prediction
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Do dopamine neurons report an error 
in the prediction of reward?

Fig. 1. Changes in dopamine neurons’
output code for an error in the prediction of
appetitive events. (Top) Before learning, a
drop of appetitive fruit juice occurs in the
absence of prediction—hence a positive
error in the prediction of reward. The do-
pamine neuron is activated by this unpre-
dicted occurrence of juice. (Middle) After
learning, the conditioned stimulus predicts
reward, and the reward occurs according
to the prediction—hence no error in the
prediction of reward. The dopamine neu-
ron is activated by the reward-predicting
stimulus but fails to be activated by the
predicted reward (right). (Bottom) After
learning, the conditioned stimulus predicts
a reward, but the reward fails to occur be-
cause of a mistake in the behavioral re-
sponse of the monkey. The activity of the
dopamine neuron is depressed exactly at
the time when the reward would have oc-
curred. The depression occurs more than
1 s after the conditioned stimulus without
any intervening stimuli, revealing an inter-
nal representation of the time of the pre-
dicted reward. Neuronal activity is aligned
on the electronic pulse that drives the solenoid valve delivering the reward liquid (top) or the onset of the
conditioned visual stimulus (middle and bottom). Each panel shows the peri-event time histogram and
raster of impulses from the same neuron. Horizontal distances of dots correspond to real-time intervals.
Each line of dots shows one trial. Original sequence of trials is plotted from top to bottom. CS,
conditioned, reward-predicting stimulus; R, primary reward.
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Before learning (= early trials), reward is given in experiment, 
but animal does not predict (expect) reward (why is there 
Increased activity after reward?) 
Prediction error (and error when reward)



Schultz, Dayan, Montague, 1997

VTA Activity of dopaminergic neurons

After learning, conditioned stimulus predicts reward, and
reward is given in experiment
Prediction error flat when reward but note the error when 
stimulus presented

Information Encoded in
Dopaminergic Activity

Dopamine neurons of the ventral tegmental
area (VTA) and substantia nigra have long
been identified with the processing of re-
warding stimuli. These neurons send their
axons to brain structures involved in moti-
vation and goal-directed behavior, for ex-
ample, the striatum, nucleus accumbens,
and frontal cortex. Multiple lines of evi-
dence support the idea that these neurons
construct and distribute information about
rewarding events.

First, drugs like amphetamine and co-
caine exert their addictive actions in part by
prolonging the influence of dopamine on
target neurons (14). Second, neural path-
ways associated with dopamine neurons are
among the best targets for electrical self-
stimulation. In these experiments, rats press
bars to excite neurons at the site of an im-
planted electrode (15). The rats often
choose these apparently rewarding stimuli
over food and sex. Third, animals treated
with dopamine receptor blockers learn less
rapidly to press a bar for a reward pellet (16).
All the above results generally implicate
midbrain dopaminergic activity in reward-
dependent learning. More precise informa-
tion about the role played by midbrain do-
paminergic activity derives from experiments
in which activity of single dopamine neurons
is recorded in alert monkeys while they per-
form behavioral acts and receive rewards.

In these latter experiments (17), dopa-
mine neurons respond with short, phasic
activations when monkeys are presented
with various appetitive stimuli. For exam-
ple, dopamine neurons are activated when
animals touch a small morsel of apple or
receive a small quantity of fruit juice to the
mouth as liquid reward (Fig. 1). These pha-
sic activations do not, however, discrimi-
nate between these different types of re-
warding stimuli. Aversive stimuli like air
puffs to the hand or drops of saline to the
mouth do not cause these same transient
activations. Dopamine neurons are also ac-
tivated by novel stimuli that elicit orienting
reactions; however, for most stimuli, this
activation lasts for only a few presentations.
The responses of these neurons are relative-
ly homogeneous—different neurons re-
spond in the same manner and different
appetitive stimuli elicit similar neuronal re-
sponses. All responses occur in the majority
of dopamine neurons (55 to 80%).

Surprisingly, after repeated pairings of
visual and auditory cues followed by reward,
dopamine neurons change the time of their
phasic activation from just after the time of
reward delivery to the time of cue onset. In
one task, a naı̈ve monkey is required to
touch a lever after the appearance of a small
light. Before training and in the initial
phases of training, most dopamine neurons
show a short burst of impulses after reward
delivery (Fig. 1, top). After several days of
training, the animal learns to reach for the

lever as soon as the light is illuminated, and
this behavioral change correlates with two
remarkable changes in the dopamine neu-
ron output: (i) the primary reward no longer
elicits a phasic response; and (ii) the onset
of the (predictive) light now causes a phasic
activation in dopamine cell output (Fig. 1,
middle). The changes in dopaminergic ac-
tivity strongly resemble the transfer of an
animal’s appetitive behavioral reaction
from the US to the CS.

In trials where the reward is not deliv-
ered at the appropriate time after the onset
of the light, dopamine neurons are de-
pressed markedly below their basal firing
rate exactly at the time that the reward
should have occurred (Fig. 1, bottom). This
well-timed decrease in spike output shows
that the expected time of reward delivery
based on the occurrence of the light is also
encoded in the fluctuations in dopaminer-
gic activity (18). In contrast, very few do-
pamine neurons respond to stimuli that pre-
dict aversive outcomes.

The language used in the foregoing de-
scription already incorporates the idea that
dopaminergic activity encodes expectations
about external stimuli or reward. This inter-
pretation of these data provides a link to an
established body of computational theory (6,
7). From this perspective, one sees that dopa-
mine neurons do not simply report the occur-
rence of appetitive events. Rather, their out-
puts appear to code for a deviation or error
between the actual reward received and pre-
dictions of the time and magnitude of reward.
These neurons are activated only if the time
of the reward is uncertain, that is, unpredicted
by any preceding cues. Dopamine neurons are
therefore excellent feature detectors of the
“goodness” of environmental events relative
to learned predictions about those events.
They emit a positive signal (increased spike
production) if an appetitive event is better
than predicted, no signal (no change in spike
production) if an appetitive event occurs as
predicted, and a negative signal (decreased
spike production) if an appetitive event is
worse than predicted (Fig. 1).

Computational Theory and Model

The TD algorithm (6, 7) is particularly well
suited to understanding the functional role
played by the dopamine signal in terms of
the information it constructs and broadcasts
(8, 10, 12). This work has used fluctuations
in dopamine activity in dual roles (i) as a
supervisory signal for synaptic weight
changes (8, 10, 12) and (ii) as a signal to
influence directly and indirectly the choice
of behavioral actions in humans and bees
(9–11). Temporal difference methods have
been used in a wide spectrum of engineering
applications that seek to solve prediction
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Do dopamine neurons report an error 
in the prediction of reward?

Fig. 1. Changes in dopamine neurons’
output code for an error in the prediction of
appetitive events. (Top) Before learning, a
drop of appetitive fruit juice occurs in the
absence of prediction—hence a positive
error in the prediction of reward. The do-
pamine neuron is activated by this unpre-
dicted occurrence of juice. (Middle) After
learning, the conditioned stimulus predicts
reward, and the reward occurs according
to the prediction—hence no error in the
prediction of reward. The dopamine neu-
ron is activated by the reward-predicting
stimulus but fails to be activated by the
predicted reward (right). (Bottom) After
learning, the conditioned stimulus predicts
a reward, but the reward fails to occur be-
cause of a mistake in the behavioral re-
sponse of the monkey. The activity of the
dopamine neuron is depressed exactly at
the time when the reward would have oc-
curred. The depression occurs more than
1 s after the conditioned stimulus without
any intervening stimuli, revealing an inter-
nal representation of the time of the pre-
dicted reward. Neuronal activity is aligned
on the electronic pulse that drives the solenoid valve delivering the reward liquid (top) or the onset of the
conditioned visual stimulus (middle and bottom). Each panel shows the peri-event time histogram and
raster of impulses from the same neuron. Horizontal distances of dots correspond to real-time intervals.
Each line of dots shows one trial. Original sequence of trials is plotted from top to bottom. CS,
conditioned, reward-predicting stimulus; R, primary reward.
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Temporal Difference Learning

What about anticipation of future rewards?
(like the v variable)

start food

(Daw)

From Dayan slides

Striatal neurons (activity that precedes rewards and 
changes with learning)


